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BEER

Product Description Sale Price
BARNEY'S RED RYE 33CL BOT 2.35BOT

EDINBURGH:  Six different types of malt give this beer its rich and distinctive depth of flavour. Aromas of honey and biscuit mingle with deep flavours of
nuts, spice and earthiness.

BARNEY'S VOLCANO IPA 33CL BOT 2.50BOT

EDINBURGH:  Biscuity malt backbone with zingy, bitter hops in perfect beer harmony. Expect flavours of sweet caramel followed by subtle floral and grassy
notes.

BELLFIELD DAFT DAYS PORTER 33cl CAN 3.45CAN

EDINBURGH: Inky-black, full-bodied ale with mid level bitterness and a rich, malty flavours of chocolate, coffee and has a residual sweetness on the finish.

BELLFIELD LAWLESS VILLAGE IPA 33CL CAN 3.15CAN

EDINBURGH: Aromatic, hoppy, citrussy. Gluten free.

BELLFIELD SESSION ALE 33CL CAN 3.15CAN

EDINBURGH: Gluten free. Bright, citrussy, hoppy.

CAMPERVAN LEITH JUICE 33CL CAN 2.99CAN

LEITH:  A sunny and juicy session IPA. West Coast American Hops and bags of orange zest bring a splash of sunshine to the East coast of Scotland

CAMPERVAN LEITH PILS 33CL CAN 2.99CAN

LEITH: This easy drinking, crisp, clean Pilsner has been traditionally lagered in tank to ensure you receive the full flavours of German Tettnang hops and
our Bavarian yeast.

CROMARTY ARTIC SWELL 44cl can 3.45BOTTLE

CROMARTY GHOST TOWN PORTER 50cl 3.65BOT

BLACK ISLE: Two-tone, toe-tapping, ten-malt-porter. Monstrous amounts of fresh malts create a beer as black as the earl of hell to which some big piney
hops are added to give a robust bitter finish. Quite often this beer can be aged in a barrel with some varying special ingredient.

CROMARTY HAPPY CHAPPY 50CL BOT 3.29BOT

BLACK ISLE: Pale Ale made with the crisp citrus hops from the USA and fresh tropical hops of NZ.

CROMARTY JUNGLE HIJINXS HEFEWEISEN 44cl CAN 3.45CAN

CROMARTY: Bavarian style wheat beer, refreshingly smooth flavour with aromas of ripe bananas and clove.

CROMARTY LAGER Munich Helles 50CL BOT 3.50BOT

CROMARTY Its crisp, its clean and its ridiculously refreshing - the perfect thirst quencher.

CROMARTY MAN OVERBOARD DOUBLE IPA 44CL 5.19CAN

CROMARTY This is our IPA for the person who just wants more. Full of dank, piney hops seamlessly combined with sweet, biscuity malts bombard the
senses throwing your taste buds overboard!

CROMARTY RAPTOR IPA CAN 44CL 3.45CAN

BLACK ISLE: Golden, juicy, soft IPA focused around the Ekuanot Hop.

CROMARTY ROGUE WAVE PALE ALE 44cl CAN 3.49CAN

CROMARTY: a mass of hop induced flavours will drown your taste buds. This is one that’s going to quench your thirst!
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CROMARTY WEIZENBOCK 44cl can 3.55

CROMARTY WHITEOUT IPA CAN 44CL 3.19CAN

BLACK ISLE: A seriously hopped up session white IPA brewed with modern classic hops such as Citra, Motueka and Mosaic. A smooth wheat backbone
helps support the hops, round the body and creates an awesome straw haze to the beer.

GLEN SPEAN DARK MILE PORTER 50CL BOT 3.40BOT

LOCHABER: Scottish blackcurrant and Madagascasn vanilla porter. Smooth, bittersweet and velvety

GLEN SPEAN GLENFINNAN GOLD 50CL BOT 3.10BOT

LOCHABER: A refreshing and deliciously balanced beer made from single origin Scottish malt

GLEN SPEAN HIGHBRIDGE IPA 50CL BOT 3.10BOT

LOCHABER: Highbridge IPA has a rich but clean caramel colour with a hoppy citrus hit on the nose, five different malts  develop beautifully to create a mild
palate and a bittersweet finish, making this IPA at 4%ABV the perfect session beer.

GLEN SPEAN PALE BLONDE 50CL BOT 3.10BOT

LOCHABER: Lovely fresh, biscuity refreshing blonde ale. Enjoy the malty aroma with its light fresh citrus hit and smooth finish.

GLEN SPEAN RED REVIVAL 50CL BOT 3.10BOT

LOCHABER: This delicately flavoured but punchy ale delivers smooth flavours and subtle tones from the Challenger, Chinook and Savjinski hops. It pours a
beautiful amber colour.

GLEN SPEAN SNOWGOOSE LAGER 33CL CAN 4 PACK 11.20CAN

LOCHABER:  A smooth refreshing and full-bodied lager laced with light citrus notes and a mild chinook hop finish. Snazzy new can design too.

GLEN SPEAN SNOWGOOSE LAGER 50CL BOT 3.40BOT

LOCHABER: A smooth refreshing and full-bodied lager laced with light citrus notes and a mild chinook hop finish.

HARVIESTOUN OLD ENGINE OIL 33CL BOT 2.25BOT

ALVA: A remarkably smooth, creamy brew with a beautiful velvety mouthfeel. Enjoy flavours of coffee, slightly buttered toffee, dark chocolate and earthy
hops.

HARVIESTOUN SCHIEHALLION 33CL BOT 1.79BOT

ALVA: Perfect for quaffing after climbing a munro or two...? Scheihallion may be a tongue twister and impossible to spell, but don't let that put you off! It is
also a great wee intro hill for munro baggers. Fresh, crisp and delcious with a lingering grapefruit finish

HARVIESTOUN SCHIEHALLION 50CL BOT 2.85BOT

ALVA: Scheihallion may be a tongue twister and impossible to spell, but don't let that put you off! It is also a great wee intro hill for munro baggers. Fresh,
crisp and delcious with a lingering grapefruit finish

INNIS & GUNN ORIGINAL 33CL BOT 3.10BOT

EDINBURGH: A supremely tasty beer with great depth of flavour and complexity due to the oak ageing.

JUMPSHIP Jackstaff IPA 0.5% 33cl can 2.15can

PATHHEAD. Tropical hops provide notes of stonefruit and mandarin with a bitter finish.

JUMPSHIP STOKER STOUT 0.5% 2.15CAN

EDINBURGH. Tasty stout zero alcohol

JUMPSHIP YARDARM LAGER 33CL CAN 2.15CAN

EDINBURGH. Zesty, biscuity and discretely bitter, it’s exceedingly drinkable.
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PILOT BLONDE 33CL CAN 2.89CAN

LEITH: Cloudy like a wheat beer, Blønd is a (relatively) low ABV session pint that packs in all the body, bitterness and tropical fruit flavour of a much bigger
beer.

PILOT IPA 33CL CAN 3.29CAN

LEITH: Simon says 'Peachy, mangoey and surprisingly easy drinking'

PILOT LEITH LAGER 33CL CAN 2.85CAN

LEITH: Fresh, crisp and unfiltered

PILOT MOCHACCHINO STOUT 33CL CAN 3.15CAN

LEITH: A huge-bodied, full-flavoured milk stout, flavoured with coffee roast to our exact specifications, raw and roast organic cocoa nibs and Tahitian
vanilla. A rich, comforting can of luxury.

PILOT VIENNA PALE ALE 33CL CAN 2.89CAN

LEITH: Based on the classic Vienna Lager style (though technically an ale), and annoyer of a certain type of beer geek, Vienna Pale is a sweet, malty
drinking pint, with plenty of Saaz, Citra and Cascade dry-hopping to keep things interesting,

SIMPLE THINGS FERM. PILSNER 44cl CAN 3.75CAN

GLASGOW: Iconic Czech-style with Magnum, Saaz and Kazbek hops. Gorgeous.

SIMPLE THINGS FERM. TABLE BEER 44CL 3.50CAN

GLASGOW Light and tasty citrus-heavy Table Beer.

STEWART EDINBURGH GOLD 33CL BOT 1.99BOT

EDINBURGH: Refreshing, balanced and full of flavour with a touch of sweetness and medium bitterness.

STEWART HOLLYROOD 33CL BOT 1.99BOT

EDINBURGH: Crackin' stuff. Lots of palate cleansing grapefruity hops. World's Best Beer Gold medalist two years running in 'Best Pale Ale' the category.

STEWART ST GILES 33CL BOT 1.99BOT

EDINBURGH: St. Giles is a combination of traditional Scottish brewing and American Cascade hops. Dark, rich and smooth with roast chocolate aroma it
has a full and robust body.

TEMPEST BRAVE NEW WORLD 33CL CAN 3.45CAN

KELSO: Deep, dry and crisp with flavours of orange juice and grapefruit rind. Great hop flavour with a nice malt body makes this a perfectly balanced IPA.

TEMPEST ELEMENTAL PORTER 44CL CAN 3.60

TEMPEST LONG WHITE CLOUD 44CL CAN 3.79CAN

KELSO. Expect lots of tropical and stone fruit aroma upfront, chased by light malt, pineapple, and citrus flavour on the palate, and a refreshing tropical
finish.

TEMPEST MODERN HELLES LAGER 44CL CAN 3.15CAN

KELSO: Another crisp and clean lager from Tempest. Incredibly drinkable, grassy and well balanced with the great cereals. Excellent.

TEMPEST MR CLEAN PILSNER 44CL CAN 3.95

KELSO. Super clean and crispy with a highly drinkable malt flavour and a faint, floral spice from the hops.

TEMPEST PALE ARMADILLO 44CL CAN 3.59CAN

KELSO. Waves of zesty citrus breaking over the tastes of hops and barley. Light and delicious.
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TEMPEST SLEIGHT OF HAND 0% PALE ALE 44CL CAN 2.95CAN

KELSO: Light, fresh and fizzy. If I say it’s like fizzy grapefruit water, you’ll get the gist- it’s actually really GOOD!
Great low alcohol beer

WEST BREWERY ST MUNGO 33CL BOT 2.85BOT

GLASGOW: A light, fruity lager with a touch of sweetness. Highly drinkabubble.

WILLIAMS BIRDS & BEES 50CL BOT 2.15BOT

ALLOA: Bright golden ale that is a blend of pure malt,cascade & bobek hops with a late infusion of fresh elderflowers and lemon zest - fruity, aromatic &
delicious

WILLIAMS CAESAR AUGUSTUS 50CL BOT 2.09BOT

ALLOA: A lager/IPA hybrid taking the clean crisp freshness of a lager and marrying it with the discrete bitter finish of a well balanced IPA

WILLIAMS CRAFT LAGER 44CL CAN 1.59CAN

ALLOA: Pale & refreshing with citrus & floral notes, the perfect thirst quenching lager.

WILLIAMS FRAOCH HEATHER ALE 50CL BOT 2.25BOT

ALLOA: The original craft beer! First brewed 4000 years ago (but not by Williams). A light amber ale with a floral peaty aroma, full malt character and a
spicy herbal finish.

WILLIAMS JOKER IPA 50CL BOT 2.25BOT

ALLOA Created from a complex layer of malts & blended hops delivering satisfaction every time. Golden in the glass, fruity on the nose with hints of cedar.
and smile...

WILLIAMS MARCH OF THE PENGUINS 50CL BOT 2.25BOT

ALLOA: A creamy dark stout, deep chocolate in colour has a nose of roast malts, coffee, liquorice & orange peel.

WILLIAMS MIDNIGHT SUN 50CL BOT 2.25BOT

ALLOA: A spiced porter, pouring as black as the midnight sun. Brewed from a blend of malted & roast barley, oats, & chocolate malt all brought together &
balanced by a generous load of hops. An afterbite of fresh root ginger lifts this ale to another level.

WILLIAMS SEVEN GIRAFFES 50CL BOT 2.25BOT

ALLOA: A blend of 7 grains, 3 hop strains & a late infusion of elderflower & lemon giving an aromatic IPA. Deep gold in colour with  elderflower & citrus
aromas, with sweet caramel. Biscuity malts are balanced  by hoppy bitterness, & a lingering lemon & elderflower finish.

WILLIAMS TALKING HEAD 50CL CAN 2.05CAN

ALLOA. A crisp & fruity American Extra Pale Ale with aromas of pine and soft ripe tropical fruit exploding on the pallet.


